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Pursuing Autumn’s
Splendor
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Story and photographs by Ed Rehbein
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“Delicious autumn! My very soul is wedded to it, and if I were a
bird I would fly about the earth seeking the successive autumns.”
-George Eliot
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s a keen observer of autumn foliage, I
was disappointed by the leaves of the
past few years. But disappointment
turned to elation last fall as I watched
the hillsides of West Virginia burst
into color. I vowed to be like George
Eliot’s bird. I wouldn’t circle the
globe, but I would pursue autumn
colors during September and October in central and southern
West Virginia as their peak brilliance shifted in time and place.
I’d like to share that pursuit here, and relay what I learned
about when and where to best appreciate West Virginia’s
autumn splendor.

Start in the Highlands
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Leaves first change color at high elevations. Although it varies
yearly, fall foliage colors generally peak along the Highland
Scenic Highway the last weekend in September. The Highland
Scenic Highway (SR 150) is both a name and a description
of an extraordinary road that runs along the spine of the
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Allegheny Highlands. It stretches about 23 miles in Pocahontas
County, reaching more than 4,500 feet on Black Mountain.
It’s not surprising then that when my wife, Phyllis, and I
drove the highway last September 29, we beheld a breathtaking
display. The rich, full spectrum of leaf color was further highlighted by goldenrod carpeting the ground and tall, dark-green
spires of spruce.

Summit Lake
The next weekend we returned to the Highland Scenic
Highway in search of peak fall color. Our plan was to drive
from the highest to lower elevations by heading west on WV
Route 39. The highway’s foliage was good but past prime. We
drove the road to Briery Knob (elevation 4,350), which begins
about seven miles west of the Cranberry Mountain Nature
Center located at the junction of Route 150 and 39. The color
along Briery Knob Road was spotty too. Continuing down
Route 39, we stopped at Summit Lake (elevation 3,388) and
at last found peak colors. Hillsides of brilliant color reflecting
in the lake made for an autumn paradise. Golden aspen trees

Babcock State Park
Babcock State Park in Fayette County is well known for gorgeous autumn displays, but timing is crucial. Usually I find
mid-October, around the 15th to 18th, the most resplendent
time. But in 2012, Facebook posts reported fall colors at
Babcock were changing fast, so Phyllis and I checked out the
park on October 8.
Some colorful leaves had already fallen, but many re-

mained, and I wanted to capture them. Since photographers
flock to the Glade Creek Grist Mill, finding a view unobstructed by other photographers is a challenge. Not seeing many
fellow artists on the shoulder of the dam across Glade Creek,
we took advantage of reflections off the pond below the lodge.
We then hiked around Boley Lake and to our surprise
found few people. The colors around the lake were uneven, but
pockets of color still glowed, so Boley Lake earned its spot on
our list of best places to find West Virginia autumn colors.
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lined the trail to the fishermen’s docks. Summit Lake became a
must for our future fall color odysseys.
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Grandview National Park
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Because autumn leaves were changing quickly in southern West

Babcock State Park
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Read more at e-WV: The
West Virginia Encyclopedia.
www.wvencyclopedia.org
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Virginia, we visited Grandview National
Park as soon as we could, on October
16. From the main overlook, the colors
in the New River Gorge from top to
bottom illustrated how profoundly
elevation influences color change.
Green dominated the bottom of the
gorge, while at the top, fall colors were
already fading. The middle of the gorge
displayed peak brilliance. Being at the
main overlook at the top of the gorge,
I found the best angle I could to catch
some color there.

Little Beaver State Park
That same day, Phyllis and I visited
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Grandview National Park
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Little Beaver State Park. Although just
a short distance from Grandview, it is
lower in elevation. Good autumn color
abounded, and the trail around Little
Beaver Lake presented many fine photo
opportunities.

Bluestone State Park
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Our search for autumn splendor ended
Little Beaver State Park
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Bluestone
State Park
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on October 25 at Bluestone State Park. During our
odyssey, we had moved farther south and lower in elevation each week. Although colors were fading quickly by
this time, we found a lovely patch of fall foliage at the
Old Mill Campground.
In general, most of the area’s brilliance had faded.
But I believe that unless your aim is a landscape
photograph, small patches of colorful trees make a fine
autumn image.
Although the passing of delicious autumn color
always evokes a sigh from me, we had savored the brilliant fall of 2012 from high to low and from north to
south. West Virginia is blessed by wonderful scenery,

and last autumn showcased that natural beauty.
Happy trails.

Author and photographer Ed Rehbein of Beckley is a frequent contributor to Wonderful West Virginia. His photography is exhibited at
Tamarack in Beckley, at www.Our-WV.com/store/customcreations/,
and at “Ed Rehbein Photography” on Facebook. With Randall Sanger,
he coauthored an award-winning book of photography, West Virginia
Waterfalls: The New River Gorge, published by Headline Books.
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